Parents Should Arrange Study Areas and Habits

“Aw, homework!” Is this how students really feel? Is it “just natural” for them to greet homework with groans? Or can they be encouraged to make studying a pleasant habit, with satisfying results both now and later?

In these back-to-school days, such questions are getting a lot of attention from educators, parents and students.

One of the best answers they’ve found lies in the word “habit,” for regular, concentrated study is a habit, and one that not only brings rewards in better high school and college grades but will also help students in their future business and professional careers.

**How to Form the Study Habit**

1. That usually calls for plenty of effort from Mom and Dad. Big stumbling blocks to “productive concentrated” study are revealed in a survey of teenage study habits by the Purdue University Opinion Panel. It showed that half of the high school seniors questioned didn’t have a definite place for doing homework, while the same total reported that they used sometimes study in noisy surroundings.

2. **Questioned** about the time element, more than half of the boys were observed doing study in the living room, and the girls were observed doing study in the bedroom.

3. **Mom and Dad** can help to solve these problems by:
   - Providing a well-equipped study area.
   - Setting up a definite time for study.
   - The study area comes first, for a quiet, convenient, pleasant place to study enables the child to find the time for study.
   - In the presence of younger children, there’s a third rule: Don’t make the nursery a study area.

4. **Even** the grade schooler will benefit by spending some time in his room reading, studying or hobby activities at home. When the child reaches high school, regular home study will certainly be a habit.

5. With space at a premium in many homes, “where to study” often the most acute problem, for the study area should be located away from family noises, radio, TV and other possible distractions.

6. If the study area is not a part of a room, the student has a room of his own, study equipment can be set up in the bedroom.

**IF** for any reason the arrangement isn’t practical, perhaps a study corner can be arranged in the family room or basement game room. The kitchen, too, has possibilities. A planning desk located there for use by brother during the day, would serve the school age child. Another answer might be to set aside a study area in the living room, with privacy provided by the use of room divider furniture such as bookshelves.

Arranging study equipment comes next on the agenda. There should be a desk with a roomy surface and a chair high enough for the student to work in comfort.

6. **Good Lighting** is imperative. The study lamp should be high enough to throw a full circle of light on the desk. A bridge lamp or desk lamp with swinging arm is both good choices.

All accessories for study should be near at hand, to avoid the temptation to leave the desk during the study period. Suggested are a good-sized desk blotter, paper and notebooks, and a pencil with rubber and claytype erasers.

---

**Good-Looking Shoes**

Four little Indians on the schoolyard wall showing off their good-looking shoes. Left to right: for big brother, a five-eyelet Oxford with pinstripe tip; for boy next, a five-eyelet wing tip in deeply grained leather; for sturdy, serviceable leather sole; a one-in-two strap for sister in polished red leather with a stitched tab across the vamp; for little brother, a four-eyelet Oxford with pinstripe tip and leather sole; and a round toe junior version of mother’s T-strap in smooth brown leather with leather sole set off by white stitching.

---

**Put Sparkle into your Back to School Wardrobe**

Modern equipment and the newest methods bring you fast, fine cleaning service and shirt laundry.

**4 Hour Service**

**Marty’s Records**

Every Month, Marty brings in the latest releases in records! Take BACK TO SCHOOL with you. Fresh untouched recordings by your favorite Jazz, Dance and Classical Artists.

**Marty’s Records**

201 W. Maple, Cor. Cranbrook
MI 6-0927
Open Thurs. & Fri. Til 9 P.M.

**Birmingham Drive-In Cleaners**

★ WOODWARD AT ADAMS RD.
★ WEST MAPLE AT CRANBROOK RD.